




A reminder:
No matter what you 

have done in LO 

before, from now on 

LO will be taken 

seriously and treated 

as an academic subject 

at this school.



Easiest distinction but also easiest bomb out:
1. Unlike your other subjects where the final exam counts most, each term of LO 

counts the same. This means that constant hard work and dedication has to 
be given to each term.

2. People feel that LO simply general knowledge- it is not and besides if it were 
just general knowledge, then your general knowledge isn’t that great at all.

3. Learners do not see the academic importance of LO and you may have heard 
via via that it will not exist as a subject. Well, it is here to stay for now and it 
does count towards your APS (for some institutions)- even if it is only slightly. 
Furthermore some courses require that learners have achieved at least 60% 
for LO.

4. The work may seem simple for some of you and it may be a repeat of what 
you have been taught at home. The reality, however, is that not everyone has 
a stable home life and (believe it or not) some learners will be hearing this 
stuff for the first time in their lives.



Homework
Design a tattoo on 
your front page 
telling us exactly 
who you are & 
what you want to 
achieve.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1j6LnCDWz0YPc8tuRmAzY5Zzi52UOIoiL/preview


Stress



Life skills required to adapt to change as part of ongoing healthy 
lifestyle choices:
Write the date. 

Google (or search through your textbook) these concepts and then write them in your books: 
a) Stress
b) Stressors
c) Eustress
d) Distress

Identify stressors: physical, emotional, social and environmental factors.

The first step in dealing with you stress is to actually identify what is causing or triggering 
your stress. When you know this you can almost prepare yourself emotionally and mentally 
to deal with that stress in the moment. Take a look at some of the examples on the next page 
and write down the ones that apply to you or any others you can think of:

Page Reference: 6-9 Exam Practice: Activity 1.2 pg 11



http://www.reclaimourstrength.com/infographic



Now complete the stress test online (5-10 minutes max) at the following link or QR Code:
https://www.bemindfulonline.com/test-your-stress/

Questions to be answered in your books:
1. How high was your current stress level?
2. What is causing that stress at the moment?
3. What can you do to stop or help prevent these stress levels?

Now look at the next slide and write down how many of the following you are currently 
experiencing:

https://www.bemindfulonline.com/test-your-stress/


http://www.painclinic.com.mt/stress-and-anxiety/



http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/conditions/infographic-how-deal-stress-and-anxiety



http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/conditions/infographic-how-deal-stress-and-anxiety



http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/conditions/infographic-how-deal-stress-and-anxiety



Take photos of the previous slides for tips on how to manage your stress.

Then for the remainder of the lesson download this stress management app and try it out to 
see if it helps:

https://psyberguide.org/apps/self-help-for-anxiety-management/ 

https://psyberguide.org/apps/self-help-for-anxiety-management/


Recap Question 2
1) What is 

eustress?
2) What is 

distress?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1IzQlPX4Y6bAu2ih0D1XnTVIRHJAd-i8o/preview


Conflict



Conflict:
Write the date. 

Google (or search through your textbook) these concepts and then write them in your books: 
a) Conflict
b) Interpersonal conflict
c) Intrapersonal conflict

The following slides will deal with these key issues:
 
Conflict resolution skills

Steps in conflict resolution
 
Positive vs negative conflict

Page Reference: 14 - 19 Exam Practice: Activity 2.2 pg 19
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https://www.slideshare.net/TRACCiiS/5-steps-to-successful-conflict-resolution



After reading what positive conflict is, quickly discuss some examples as a class:

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13316399/



After reading what negative conflict is, quickly discuss some examples as a class:

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13316399/



Time to test your conflict resolution skills. Get into groups of 3-5 peeps and then work through these 
problems together:

Problem 1
Join these 9 dots with only 4 
straight lines:

 .    .    . 
 .    .    .
 .    .    .

Problem 2
Which way is the girl spinning?

Problem 3
What are your thoughts about the 
father and children in the story?

Some kids are jumping around in 
the same train car a man is in. As 
they were really bothering him, he 
went over to the children’s father 
and asked if he could please 
control his boys. The father 
responded, saying that he did not 
notice that his boys were 
bothering anyone. He thought this 
was very strange. The boys were 
clearly out of control. He 
wondered how it was possible that 
the father had not noticed. The 
father explained that he was 
extremely sorry he simply did not 
notice.



You about to see the solutions to the three problems or scenarios.

You need to answer the following questions in your books for yourselves 
personally:

1. Did you come to a similar answer or solution as the following slides suggest?
2. Why or why not?
3. Do you feel that your group handled the situation with good conflict 

management skills or do you feel that some people exerted their authority and 
were aggressive?

4. Did you demonstrate these skills well?
5. How could you have done better?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqWIfPTM5v8


Problem 2
Most people see her turning right/clockwise, but she can actually be seen turning 
both ways.

Problem 3
This is what the father replied (does it change your mind?):

“He continued, explaining that he just left the hospital where he and his boys got 
word that their mother, his wife, had died. The father said that none of them had 
any idea how to act in this situation.”

http://blog.trainerswarehouse.com/negotiation-and-conflict-resolution-activities/



Recap Question 3
1) What is 

interpersonal 
conflict?

2) What is 
intrapersonal 
conflict?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pn38TqTzHwSIw5l9PHxqjnjSm256Dbbb/preview


Relationships



Initiating, building and sustaining positive relationships:

Write the date.

The following slides deal with the issues below. Make notes and take photos of the slides, as 
you will be referring to them during your self-assessment at the end of this lesson: 

Importance of communication: 
a) understanding others
b) communicating feelings
d) beliefs
e) attitudes.
 
Factors that influence effective communication:

Page Reference: 22 - 26 Exam Practice: Activity 3.2 pg 27



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jkrcKiEwQA



http://mrsvsblog.global2.vic.edu.au/category/infographics/





https://blog.nasm.org/newletter/strengthening-communication-skills-clients/



https://www.deseretnews.com/article/865673010/Religion-and-romance-How-finding-spiritual-compatibility-can-strengthen-a-relationship.html
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1. If 55% of all of your communication is body language, how effectively do you personally think you 
communicate? Then write down at least one promise to yourself of how you choose to improve this.

2. Look at the 7 step model of effective communication without fighting with your spouse. If you have 
ever been in a relationship did you follow this 7 step model at least to some degree? If you didn’t (or 
if you have never been in a relationship) do you think it may be worth trying? Why or why not? 

3. In general, are you a/an: a) indifferent listener; b) selective listener; c) passive listener; d) active 
listener? How do you think other people feel when you are not fully paying attention? Then write 
down at least one promise to yourself of how you choose to improve this.

4. If even non-religious couples appear to have religious discussions 36% of the time, how important do 
you think it is to communicate your beliefs,values and/or worldviews in a relationship? Then write 
down at least one promise to yourself of how you choose to improve this.

5. List your five greatest barriers to your personal communication. Then write down at least one 
promise to yourself of how you choose to improve this.



Recap Question 4
Name 3 things 
that can influence 
communication 
negatively.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1VjEj2ulEJP7xGJ16-EzhoM3-stX4g5m_/preview


Adapting to growth & change



Adapting to growth and change:
Write the date. 

Google (or search through your textbook) these concepts and then write them in your books:
a) Change
b) Transition
c) Life cycle
d) Rites of passage

In life you will constantly experience changes; some good, some bad. One thing is for sure 
though, that with change comes a challenge. Some challenges are easier than others, but all 
develop your character and grow you as a person.

One of the biggest changes you will be facing at the end of this year, is your transition from 
school to your post-school destinations. Although exciting, this process is daunting for most. 
Thus, it is of the utmost importance that you mentally prepare yourself for the journey ahead.

To help you along the way you will be designing a coping app or game:
 
Change in circumstances:

Transition between school and post-school destination:
a) positive and negative aspects of change

b) investigation of other views, insights regarding the life cycle

c) related traditional practices (rites of passages).

Page Reference: 30 - 32 Homework: Activity 4.2 pg 33



Get into groups of between 3-5 peeps.

You will be designing a coping app or game entitled “Coping with Change”.

Instructions:
1. Your app or game needs to specifically assist learners with their transition between 

school and post-school destinations.

2. Your game needs to address the following issues: a)positive and negative aspects of 
change; b) insights regarding the life cycle; and c) related traditional practices (rites of 
passages).

3. You have this lesson and your own personal time to design the game. In your next LO 
lesson, you will be sharing your app or game with others in the class and allowing them 
to play. We shall then vote on whose app or game was the best to determine a winner.

4. Use the following 2 slides for some assistance and have FUN!
Page Reference: 30 - 32 Exam Practice: Activity 4.2 pg 33



Coping with your transition from school to post-school destinations TIPS (take a photo):
Challenge: Isolation
Action 1: Engage by making new friends; hostels and private student organisations have many social events during which 
you can meet fellow students. Sometimes making new friends is as simple as sharing an interest, sitting next to someone 
new every day and actually introducing yourself or even asking friends to introduce you to people they’ve met. Friends are 
crucial in avoiding isolation, minimising homesickness and feeling like you belong.
Action 2: Participate by joining a society, study group or participating in a sport; feeling like you’re part of something will 
help you find your place. Membership, groups and teams provide support which can help you find your own identity on 
campus and broaden your horizons at the same time.
Challenge: Overindulging or being overwhelmed 
Action 3: Moderation is key; your personal freedom at university is exciting, but you need to establish boundaries and 
balance early on. It's all good and well to attend social events and play sports, but social experiences should also be 
moderated. It’s easy to become overwhelmed by one aspect, such as a busy social life, if you don’t have some kind of 
balance. It’s important to develop a study timetable to balance social and academic obligations.
Challenge: Risk of intolerance
Action 4: Respect is very important; a significant part of finding your place is respecting others’ places in the structure. The 
process of social acclimation at university will expose you to people who are different from you, people with different 
languages, religions and values. It’s important to make a conscious effort to learn about the people around you; you may 
not always agree, but you should always respect and remember that understanding is important.
You should above all remember that anxiety related to change is a normal and healthy human characteristic, but you should 
never let fears of change sabotage your acclimation process. Engage and participate in activities moderately and practice 
tolerance and respect in running your own life as a student.

https://www.news24.com/You/Archive/surviving-the-transition-from-high-school-to-university-20170728



Try using the following website to assist you:

https://www.appsgeyser.com/gamemaker/#all-templates

https://www.appsgeyser.com/gamemaker/#all-templates


Personal lifestyle plan



Personal lifestyle plan to promote quality of life:
Write the date.

In your previous lesson you designed your own apps or games to cope with life changes. 

You now have the next 30 minutes to share your apps or games with each other to play and 
to determine whose game is the best via a class vote.

For the remainder of the lesson you will be developing your own lifestyle plan to help you 
cope with change and just general life focus and assistance:

https://scottjeffrey.com/personal-development-plan/ 

If you scroll further down on this web page you will see 
some steps.

Page Reference: 36 - 37

https://scottjeffrey.com/personal-development-plan/


Recap Question 5
What is a rite of 
passage?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RDJ5F2py_elEElE7A__lJHgtnVK2qEBE/preview


Exam writing skills
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https://www.slideshare.net/weirdsister_ann/exam-writing-skills



Reflect on the process of assessment and examination writing skills 
and apply these skills:
Write the date. 

Complete this quiz (20 minutes) to determine the best way for you to personally learn. Once 
you have completed it, then view the tips on how to study for your style. Then obviously go 
home and apply it:

https://www.how-to-study.com/learning-style-assessment/ 

Page Reference: 44 - 49

https://www.how-to-study.com/learning-style-assessment/


National Senior Certificate



Requirements for admission to additional and higher education courses: National Senior 
Certificate (NSC) requirements for certificate, diploma and degree studies.

1. The following are the current requirements for National Curriculum Statement (NCS). Write down if 
your current marks would mean a basic pass, diploma pass, or university exemption pass: 

2. Do you think that if you make the bare minimum pass mark for university that you will be accepted? 
Why or why not?

https://slideplayer.com/slide/3854460/

National Senior Certificate (NSC):



Download the study planner app from the following link. Use this to achieve all of your academic 
goals for this year:

https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/68908.html 

Page Reference: 52 - 56 Exam Practice: Activity 2.1 pg 57

https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/68908.html


Recap Question 6
What are 
mnemonics?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



Careers and career choices



Commitment to a decision taken:
Write the date. 

Concepts: job, bursary, loan, scholarship, merit awards.

To study: course application for additional or higher education (FET college, college, 
university) [20 minutes]:

Use your phones and log on to www.psconnect.co.za or use the following QR Code:

 

http://www.psconnect.co.za


If you have never registered with PSconnect then do so now (It is for FREE!) you have 
10 minutes:



Now log in and complete the free careers test. You have 15 minutes to complete this. 
Once done start exploring your different career options. Remember to take things like 
accomadation and travelling expenses into consideration (15 minutes):



For the next 10 minutes do the following: click on the Find Bursaries button, research the 
various funding options available to you.



To find a job: job application.

For the remainder of the lesson and in your own personal time, try some of the 
recommended sites for job/career searches at this link:

http://www.youthvillage.co.za/2015/09/top-10-best-websites-to-find-jobs-in-south-africa/ 

Page Reference: 64 - 72 Exam Practice: Activity 1.2 pg 73

http://www.youthvillage.co.za/2015/09/top-10-best-websites-to-find-jobs-in-south-africa/


Recap Question 7
What are merit 
awards?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1tTNAU5Zxn0YIzh75WFSXD6g_oJ9m4YQ4/preview


Unemployment
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http://software-help.info/south-africas-youth-unemployed/



http://software-help.info/south-africas-youth-unemployed/



Unemployment:
Write the date. Answer the following questions in your books:

1. How do you feel after going through those stats?

2. What can you do to better your chances of being employed?

3. How can you personally create more jobs for people in our beautiful country?

4. What reasons do you think there are for unemployment in South Africa?

5. What impact does unemployment have on: a) you; b) your family; and c) South Africa?

6. Can you think of some innovative solutions to solving unemployment?

7. Are you aware of tax implications as an employee?

The next few slides will assist you in your answers:

Page Reference: 78 - 87 Exam Practice: Activity 2.1 pg 81



https://www.thebalance.com/causes-of-unemployment-7-main-reasons-3305596



https://psychologenie.com/how-unemployment-affects-mental-physical-health



https://www.unglobalpulse.org/projects/can-social-media-mining-add-depth-unemployment-statistics



https://businessconnectindia.in/press-release/entrepreneurship-solution-for-the-unemployed-youth/



Use the following tax calculator to see how much tax you will need to pay once you start earning:

https://www.taxtim.com/za/calculators/income-tax?utm_expid=52376554-11.WRia8sebT2SIXgRikdj
Wtg.0&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.co.za%2F 

https://www.taxtim.com/za/calculators/income-tax?utm_expid=52376554-11.WRia8sebT2SIXgRikdjWtg.0&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.co.za%2F
https://www.taxtim.com/za/calculators/income-tax?utm_expid=52376554-11.WRia8sebT2SIXgRikdjWtg.0&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.co.za%2F


Recap Question 8
Give an example 
of an informal 
job.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1krDok6ERWjlLho4V7v0K6Kh6q_EBx_a0/preview


Fraud and corruption



Fraud and Corruption:

Write the date. 

Google (or search through your textbook) these concepts and then write them in your books:
a) Fraud
b) Corruption
c) Nepotism
d) Cronyism

Have a class discussion based on the following points (take notes of any important points 
made during the discussion) [20 minutes]:
 
The impact of corruption and fraud on the:  individual, company, community, country.

Strategies to prevent fraud and corruption:

Page Reference: 88 Exam Practice: Activity 3.1 pg 89



https://docs.google.com/file/d/156HjFL7Ofowkq9auRh5zhM_2cTHtV3tP/preview


Responsible citizenship



Responsible citizenship:
Write the date. 

For the next 15 minutes evaluate your own position when dealing with discrimination and 
human rights violations, taking into account the Bill of Rights in terms of the following: 
a) Participation in discussions
b) Projects
c) Campaigns
d) Events which address discrimination and human rights violations.

Then login into the following blog and read through the article. Once complete leave a 
comment (remember to be careful of the words you use and DO NOT mention our school 
anywhere in your comments):

https://www.activateleadership.co.za/uncategorised/being-an-active-citizen/ 

Page Reference: 98 - 102 Exam Practice: Activity 1.1 pg 102

https://www.activateleadership.co.za/uncategorised/being-an-active-citizen/


https://za.pinterest.com/pin/36380709464778388/?lp=true



https://issuu.com/leadsa/docs/bill_of_responsibilities



Recap Question 9
1) What is 

nepotism?
2) What is 

cronyism?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OwPK1fi89c7uqkMculG71a1iOBCvd0f1/preview


Media in democracy
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The role of the media in a democratic society: electronic and print 
media:
Write the date. The following is for a class discussion (20 minutes). Take notes of all 
important points made.

1. Based on the stats above how important do you think it is that we, as South Africans, 
are getting real facts when using media?

2. What role do you feel media should serve in a democratic society?
3. Do you feel this is actually the case with media in South Africa? Why or why not?
4. How does freedom of expression (or the lack of) influence true democracy in our 

country?
5. How do the following affect true democracy through media:
a) topics covered
b) positions taken by editors
c) space allocated to topics
d) geographical distribution (accessibility of information to different groups in society)

Page Reference: 106 - 109



https://docs.google.com/file/d/10T-JEkn1OO3QsGNzeSDYxn1CYo0BlTl-/preview


Media coverage of sport



Critical analysis of media and campaigns:
Below is an example of media coverage of gender in sport discuss the following (15 minutes):

1. Why is there such a difference in coverage of genders in sport?
2. What strategies can be employed to rectify situations like this?

Page Reference: 112 - 116 Exam Practice: Activity 3.1 ONLY question 3 pg 117

https://twitter.com/nzolympics



Beliefs on physical activities



For the remainder of the lesson, you need to write a paragraph in which 
you critically discuss the following topic in detail:

What ideologies, beliefs and worldviews are there when it comes to 
recreation and physical activity across cultures and genders?

Page Reference: 120 - 121



Recap Question 10
What is 
gender-based 
coverage in the 
media?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/13z70ZYIN0DCT9oz3QzSqQJVtiIZru0DG/preview


Environmental responsibility



https://www.dundeeprecious.com/English/Environmental-Responsibility/Model/default.aspx



https://www.travelandleisure.com/articles/eco-travel-guide



Community responsibility to provide environments and services that 
promote safe and healthy living:
Write the date. 

How can the following be environmentally responsible:

a) The government
b) Education
c) Your community
d) Yourself

Discuss (as a class) how the following, can help the environment: 

Responsibilities of various levels of government: laws, regulations, rules and community 
services.   
 
Programmes: educational programmes, intervention programmes, impact studies.   

Page Reference: 128 - 133 Exam Practice: Activity 1.1 pg 133



Recap Question 11
What are impact 
studies?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BTuZ29s_Zpq11zFDKtr1hhL-CFbAXWCo/preview


Personal mission statement



Formulating a personal mission statement for life based on:
Write the date. 

Formulating a personal mission statement for life based on: 
a) personal views
b) values
c) belief system
d) religion
e) ideologies
f) lifestyle (physical and emotional well-being)

g) environmental responsibility
h) goals for studies
i) career choices.

Using the above points as a guide, as well as the steps listed on the next slide, you need to 
develop your own personal mission statement for the next 20 minutes.

Page Reference: 138 - 140 Exam Practice: Activity 2.1 pg 141



Steps for Developing a Personal Mission Statement

Step 1: Identify Past Successes.
Spend some time identifying four or five examples where you have had personal success in recent years. 
These successes could be at work, in your community, at home, etc. Write them down. Try to identify whether 
there is a common theme (or themes) to these examples.

Step 2: Identify Core Values.
Develop a list of attributes that you believe identify who you are and what your priorities are. The list can be as 
long as you need. Once your list is complete, see if you can narrow your values down to around five or six of 
the most important values. Finally, see if you can choose the one value that is most important to you.

Step 3: Identify Contributions.
Make a list of the ways you could make a difference. In an ideal situation, how could you contribute best to: the 
world in general | your family | your employer or future employers | your friends | your community.

Step 4: Identify Goals.
Spend some time thinking about your priorities in life and the goals you have for yourself. Make a list of your 
personal goals, perhaps in the short-term (up to three years) and the long-term (beyond three years).

Step 5: Write Mission Statement.
Based on the first four steps and a better understanding of yourself, begin writing your personal mission 
statement.

https://www.livecareer.com/career/advice/jobs/creating-personal-mission-statements



Impact of vision



Impact of vision on:

Write the date.

For the next 5  minutes write down what your vision in life is.

How does your vision impact on the following:

Actions/behaviour in life: 
 
Immediate community and society at large:

Page Reference: 144 - 145



Recap Question 12
What is an 
ideology?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1k7-2kmWnaI0h53uxYGlYlq37MDE1u8AG/preview


Human factors & problems



http://www.sabine-acupuncture.co.uk/prevention/8-surprising-causes-of-ill-health/

Which of the following are 
a direct result of human 
factors?

How many of these 
personally affect your own 
health?



https://www.google.co.za/search?safe=strict&rlz=1CAACAZ_enZA809&biw=1536&bih=706&tbs=isz%3Al&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=QXkPXJiHNq-W1fAPhtW_GA&q=causes+of+ill-health&oq=causes+of+ill-health&gs_l=img.3..0i24.3926559.3932595..3932863...1.0..1.417.
6511.2-13j7j2......2....1..gws-wiz-img.....0..0j0i67.8Cv2PfACR9Y#imgrc=3fNxU8KRhjjpCM:



https://www.healthline.com/health/sleep-deprivation/effects-on-body



https://www.wiltshireintelligence.org.uk/key-issues/health-and-wellbeing/burden-ill-health-premature-mortality/



Development of self in society:
Write the date. Discuss as a class the following (30 minutes):

Human factors that cause: 
a) Ill-health
b) Accidents
c) Crises
d) Disasters.

Other factors that cause ill health: 
a) Psychological
b) Social
c) Religious
d) Cultural practices
e) Different knowledge perspectives.

Page Reference: 152 - 155 Exam Practice: Activity 1.1 pg 155



Recap Question 13
Name 2 human 
factors that 
cause accidents.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1yAKGJwh_1eBuQliMS4ykY76U-M2zblIN/preview


Lifestyle diseases



Lifestyle diseases as a result of poverty and gender imbalances:

Write the date. Please copy down and then work with the person next to you to complete this 
table as detailed as possible:
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Lifestyle Diseases Contributing Factors Intervention 
Strategies

How can poverty 
cause this?

How can gender 
imbalances cause 

this?

Cancer

Hypertension

Diseases of the heart 
and circulatory system

Tuberculosis 

Sexually transmitted 
infections including 
HIV and AIDS



Recap Question 14
Name 2 
contributory 
factors of 
hypertension.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1HoW29DXsZyH0FtzOvx6U5YK_AP1s5psA/preview


Elements of a job contract
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https://slideplayer.com/slide/4078575/



https://slideplayer.com/slide/3911450/



https://slideplayer.com/slide/5767003/





https://irishelectionliterature.com/category/ictu/



Core elements of a job contract:

Write the date. 

Core elements of a job contract: worker rights and obligations, conditions of service.

Labour laws:

Purpose and aims of each labour law: Labour Relations Act, Employment Equity Act and 
Basic Conditions of Employment Act, Employment Equity Act, Principles of equity and 
redress.

Recruitment process: general trends and practices.ive and negative aspects of change

Trade unions and organised labour: functions of a trade union.
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Recap Question 15
Name 2 Acts 
specifically 
dealing with 
labour.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BxMbcM2ee0lfUHA5cGJhelpKQ3c/preview


Work ethics



http://gotoworkonenw.com/work-ethics/



https://slideplayer.com/slide/5954554/



https://www.thebalancecareers.com/top-work-values-employers-look-for-1986763



Work ethics and societal expectations:

Write the date.

Write a paragraph in which you clearly indicate you thoughts on how work gives meaning to 
life. In your introduction define the term “Work Ethics”.
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